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Who selects the cattle for
auction?

Simon Smidt

Camilla Jessen

Tommy Jessing

Jakob Ravn

Bent Jessen

Member of the board
in the Danish

Limousine association
and lives near Brørup.

Helps her dad Bent
with the herd at

Risvang Limousine.
Lives with Alexander
and their daugther

Karen.

Breeder of “Bøgely”
Limousine near

Brørup. 
The herd consists of

12 cows. 
Tommy lives with

Lianne and has the
daugthers Julie and

Mathilde.

Breeder of “Krogens”
Limousine near

Ferritslev on Fyn. 
The herd consists of 7

cows. 
Simon is married to

Michelle and with her
he has the two boys

Phillip and Victor. 

Breeder of “Birkely”
Limousine near

Hammel. 
The herd consists of

20 cows. 
Jakob is married to

Pia and has the girls
Anne-Sofie and

Karoline.

Breeder of “Risvang”
Limousine near

Brørup. The herd
consists of 16 cows.
Bent is married to

Susanne who has the
children Asker and

Maja. Bents children
are Allan, Nina and

Camilla.

Contact the committee
Do you have questions, praise
or critisism, please feel free to
contact the committee at our

email
auktion@dansklimousine.dk



At the same location as last year will the auction
be held. All breeders from Denmark has untill
December 2023 had the possibility to submit
their best cattle for this years auction for the

committee to select. 60 animals were submitted
distributed on 24 herds. Again this year, were the

quality of the animals very good. 
The committee has therefore this year been able
to select animals so there is something for every
breeder interested. There are both bulls with or
without horns (both hetro- and homozygous),
heifers and cows. If you are looking for a new

subject for exhibition on the future animal shows
is this also a possibility. You will find it all here. 

Everyone is welcome and we are hoping for a
very good day.

The best greetings from the auction
committee

Welcome to this years
 Limousine cattle auction



Adress: Markedsvej 4, 6650 Brørup 

At 10.00 PM Doors open

At 12.30 PM Auction begins
Animals will be presented and sold in random order 

 
It will be possible to buy food, cake, coffee and other softdrinks

 throughut the day

Program

Are you not able to attend 
on the day? Do not worry!

It will be possible to bid
through the phone. 

Contact Tommy on the
telephone number

 +45 51241772



Regler & betingelser
Registration
All active members of the Danish Limousine Association can
register animals for the auction. Danish Limousine Association
reserves the right to reject registered animals.

Agreements
The seller has entered into a fixed agreement regarding the
minimum price with the auction committee. Home bids or
purchases that are considered by the auction committee to be a
home bid are invoiced and settled as an ordinary purchase.

Buyers
The auction is open to all buyers, regardless of membership of the
Danish Limousine Association.

Fee
The seller pays a registration fee of DKK 1,500 per animals. The
buyer pays DKK 800 in fees + 3 percent of the bid sum.

In general
The seller is responsible for animals sold at the auction being real
in all respects. The animals must be good breeding animals with an
exterior above the breed average. They must be habituated and
easy to handle. On the day of the auction, all animals must be 10
months old as a starting point. However, the auction committee
can select younger individuals that are specially found
interesting due to pedigree, horn status, indices or other values,
which make these animals extremely interesting at an Elite animal
auction. All animals must be weighed at birth, 200 days and 365
days. The auction is held according to current rules for the sale of
animals, so force majeure is reserved if it becomes necessary to
cancel the auction or to hold it in another relevant way.

Pedigree keeping
Bulls must be parentage determined and registered in the
studbook. Female animals must be registered in the stud book.

Pregnant animals
Has been examined and declared pregnant by a relevant
professional

Semen rights
Seed rights: Accrued to the buyer, unless otherwise agreed in
writing and officially announced before the auction. Bulls that have
been approved for the Danish Limousine Association's breeding
program may not be inseminated again without an agreement with
the Danish Limousine Association.

Responsibility
The responsibility for the animal lies with the seller until the animal
leaves his address for transport to the new owner - however a
maximum of 7 working days. Thereafter, the animal is the buyer's
responsibility.
Insurance
The Danish Limousine Association has not taken out insurance on
the animals.
Transportation
The transport is arranged by the auction committee and the cost is
invoiced according to the following key:
Seller's transport costs: DKK. 700,-
Buyer's transport costs: DKK. NOK 1,400 (for bridge-fixed islands)
Export of animals
The buyer pays fees and transport as for sales within Denmark.
Buyer pays all costs for quarantine, housing, care, feeding,
veterinary costs. The buyer is responsible for arranging and paying
for transport from the quarantine barn to destination abroad. The
Danish Limousine Association can be helpful in appointing a
quarantine stable. Sellers of animals traded for export must expect
a longer turnaround time. For settlement of animals sold for
export, a longer handling time and separate housing period can be
expected.

Arbitration
Any disagreement and dispute regarding animals traded at the
auction will be settled by arbitration. The following procedure for
appointing an arbitrator has been agreed: Each party appoints an
arbitrator. When one party has appointed its arbitrator and given
notice thereof to the other party, and the latter has not appointed
its own within 7 days thereafter, the first party is entitled to also
appoint the second arbitrator. The arbitrators may appoint a
convenor. If no agreement can be reached, the arbitrator is
appointed by the local civil judge in the owner's jurisdiction. Each
of the parties is only entitled twice in writing to submit its
comments, and has only 14 days each time to make them, unless
the arbitrators grant permission for a longer period. The arbitrator
also determines its own course of business, including what
additional evidence it may wish to provide, as well as whether an
oral hearing must be scheduled. When the arbitrator has accepted
the case for a ruling, it is obliged to deliver the ruling within four
weeks thereafter. The arbitration determines in its order, who
must pay the costs associated with the processing of the case in
question. In this connection, account is also taken of who loses the
case in whole or in part. The decision rendered is final in the case
and cannot therefore be brought before the ordinary
courts.



Notes:

Name: Lindegården Roset
Seller: Peter & Allan Kragh Madsen, Gl. Landevej 10, 8940 Randers SV
CKR-number: 89195-00176
Birthday: 29.11.2020
200 days weight: 320 kg
365 days weight: 527 kg
S-index: 104

Catalog no. 1



Lindegården Roset is a 1st calf cow of large mix type.
In terms of exterior, she is an obvious exhibition subject. She is fine-limbed, long and
strong in the back and she has a really good depth in the body. The cross is wide and

very well shaped.
She is bred from the french imported bull Mamouth, which is imported from the herd
GAEC Pimpin. The dam Fluny is from one of the strongest cow families in the herd. The

sire Hiprodrome is from the herd Bois Au Be, which belongs to Brittany. The dam,
Lindegården Nelly, is assigned to the breeding matador Eden and the french imported
cow Ergotte, which comes from the Bournonville herd in northern France. A pedigree

with pure top genetics from France.

Roset is pregnant with the french imported bull Smiley, who was bought at the french
national show where he was exhibited. Smiley is attributed to the grower GAEC De La

Martiniere. Roset is expected to calve at the end of April 2024.

The buyer of Roset gets genetics from the top shelf, french genetics that cannot be
acquired through the danish insemination program.

A young cow with a big and exciting future.

 Lindegården Roset 

Mothers mother Mothers father

Lindegård Roset

Mother                               Father

Fathers mother Fathers father

Ergotte (FRA)

Lindegården Nelly

Eden (FRA)

Mamouth (FRA)

Fluny (FRA) Hippodrome (FRA)



Notes:

Name: Løserupgård Rabella P
Seller: Jakob Sandholm Hansen, Løserupvej 26, 4300 Holbæk
CKR-number: 62437-01743
Birthday: 16.08.2021
200 days weight: 233
365 days weight: 376
S-index: 102

Catalog no. 2



Løserupgård Rabella P

Løsrupgård Rabella P is a large polled mixed breeding type heifer.
The back is broad from withers to loin, the topline is strong - all in all a super harmonious
female animal. The exterior is top-class, so good that she is an obvious exhibition subject.

She is bred from the bull Risvang Nicholas P, who as a young bull achieved top price at
the auction in 2018.

The dam Løserupgård Kursen is assigned to the french insemination bull Vetiver MN,
which in France is known for breeding females of exceptional quality.

Rabella P is pregnant with Østergård Paco (rated with 93 points). Paco is after the french
imported bull Mamouth. The heifer is expected to calf on October 15th 2024.

The buyer of Rabella P gets a top heifer, which will certainly grow into a large polled cow
with a strong exterior. In addition, the heifer is from an organic herd.

Mothers mother Mothers father

Løserupgård Rabella P

Mother                           Father

Fathers mother Fathers father
Løserupgård

Elbrani

Løserupgård Kursen

Vetiver MN (FRA)

Risvang Nichlas P

Akkedal Jarl PP 
(Gargarine (FRA))

Risvang Julie
(Ultrabo MN (FRA))



Notes:

Name: Ørnebjerggård Smiley
Seller: Jacob Kjærsgaard, Bakkedraget 19, 4450 Jyderup
CKR-number: 99299-00082
Birtday: 13.12.2021
200 days weigth: 246 kg
365 days weigth: 445 kg
S-index: 107
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Ørnebjerggård Smiley

Ørnebjerggård Smiley is a large pregnant heifer, which in terms of exterior is at the very
top and with a lovely light colour.

The limbs are fine and well placed, there is good depth in the body and she has a
correctly well-formed pelvis. The meat in the back is really good, and all in all, Smiley is a

very attractive heifer with exhibition potential. Smiley has already been exhibited at
Roskilde Animal Show 2023 with fine results.

On the father's side, there are genetics from the Hammel-Kjeldgård herds. The mother
Doverodde Oriane was acquired in 2019 at the association's breeding stock auction.

Smiley has been found pregnant with the french insemination bull Red P MN.

The buyer of Smiley gets a female animal with lots of potential, pregnant by a new
polled bull from which we now see the first, extremely promising, offspring. She is

expected to calve in early July 2024.

Mothers mother Mothers father

Ørnebjerggård Smiley

Mother                          Father

Fathers mother Fathers father

Kloster Lykke

Doverodde Oriane

Kærsgaards
Imperial

Sdr. Skovgårds Oliver

Hammel
Lancelot

Sdr. Skovgårds
Ilsa



Notes:

Name: Lisentorp Rie
Seller: Rasmus Rasmussen, Borrevej 13, 6840 Oksbøl
CKR-number: 31234-01143
Birthday: 07.11.2020
200 days weight: 285 kg
365 days weight: 470 kg
S-index: 105
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Lisentorp Rie

Lisentorp Rie is a young elegant horned cow with her 1st calf at the side - a polled heifer
calf of the french insemination bull Mars PP.

Rie is a really nice example of a mix type limousine cow. She is very well-footed, with nice,
well-shaped limbs. A very well-formed cross, good topline and fine meat in the right

places.

The lineage is good, where the mother of Rie is a very large-framed cow, after the french
bull Idalgo. Rie has in her genes on both the mother's and father's side, individuals who

have proven great potential in breeding. Rie is also an individual with exhibition potential.

 A lovely cow with an exciting polled heifer calf from November 2023. It is also expected
that the cow will be pregnant on auction day. Here is the opportunity to acquire a

breeding set for the future.

Mothers mother Mothers father

Lisentorp Rie

Mother                         Father

Fathers mother Fathers father

Lisentorp Ota

Ceceilie (Parisien (FRA))

Lisentorp Kevin

Mother

         Calf

Borre Udbala P

Father

Fathers mother Fathers father

Lisentorp Rie

Ille (FRA)

 Mars PP GD (FRA)

CN Rex PP (DEU)

Idalgo PP (FRA)31234-00896 Bavardage (FRA)



Notes:

Name: Nordbygaardens Theodosia
Seller: Flemming Pedersen, Sellerupvej 30, 7080 Børkop
CKR-number: 120772-00054
Birthday: 21.09.2022
200 days weight: 294 kg
365 days weight: 420 kg
S-index: 108
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Nordbygaardens Theodosia

Nordbygården's Theodosia PP is a homozygous polled heifer, with a breeding-wise very
promising genomic test.

She has test results on the female characteristics that make such a homozygous polled
heifer, with french descent, breeding-wise interesting. She has a good size, the back is
long and the topline is strong. A very appealing heifer, with exciting breeding potential.

She is bred from the french insemination bull Lungo PP, whose lineage is known for birth
characteristics that make him suitable for heifers. The mother Rosa P is assigned to

another french insemination bull Engy. Here it is worth noting that he has done
exceptionally well in Denmark, both with female and males. These have done well both at

shows and as production animals, of which Rosa P is a good example.

The buyer of Theodosia PP gets a homozygous polled female, with a unique genomic test
that makes her exciting for future polled breeding.

Mothers mother

Mother

Mothers father

Nordbygaardens
Theodosia

Father

Fathers mother Fathers father

Balløjgårdens Jing P Engy (FRA)

Nordbygaardens Rosa P Lungo PP MN (FRA)

Hera (FRA) Rembold PP (DEU)



Notes:

Name: Svendshøj Uffe PP
Seller: Jørgen Østergaard, Svendshøjvej 3, 7830 Vinderup
CKR-number: 57270-00451
Birthday: 06.02.2023
200 days weight: 325 kg
365 days weight: 
S-index: 101
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Svendshøj Uffe PP

Svendshøj Uffe PP is a homozygous polled bull of mix type.
He is fine-limbed, has a long, strong topline, and very good meat in both back and loin.

The cross has good width and the thigh depth is really good. A very appealing young bull.

In the pedigree, we find the french insemination bull Lungo PP as sire, who is known for
birth characteristics that make him expectedly suitable for heifers. The dam Rikke P is

bred on the french sire Lord PP, which gives size and growth.

Uffe PP is an exciting mix of some of the best french polled genes and safe danish
genetics from Thy Sullivan.

The buyer of Uffe PP gets a very exciting young bull that is expected to produce small,
easy-born calves.

Mothers mother

Mother

Mothers father

Svendshøj Uffe PP

Father

Fathers mother Fathers father
Svendshøj

Hannah

Svendshøj Rikke P

Lord PP (FRA) Hera (FRA)

Lungo PP MN (FRA)

Rembold PP
(DEU)



Name: Bøgely Ulrik PP
Seller: Tommy  Jessing, Ålundvej 10, 6650 Brørup
CKR-number: 89593-03916
Birthday: 18.04.2023
200 days weight: 386 kg
365 days weigth: 
S-index: 101

Notes:
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Bøgely Ulrik PP

Bøgely Ulrik PP is a large mix type homozygous polled bull.
He has a good length with a strong topline and good meat in the withers and loins. He has

very fleashy deep thighs and nice well-shaped limbs. The bull has a very calm
temperament, and a nice light color with the right markings.

The bull's lineage is strong with the sire Rajo PP, who has bred several breeding and show
animals, whose offspring was awarded as 3rd best at the National Show 2023. The bull's

mother Naya P is an extremely large cow by Hammel Japon, who has bred absolutely
fantastic, here in among also many show winners. The mother Borre Flot P has previously

bred individuals that have been selected and sold at the elite animal auctions, e.g.
Beechly Iris.

Bøgely Ulrik PP is an exciting and complete breeding sire for the future.

Mothers mother

Mother

Mothers father

Bøgely Ulrik PP

Father

Fathers mother Fathers father
Borre Flot P

Bøgely Naya P

Hammel Japon Hoda P265

Humlegården PP Rajo 404

JK Lorenzo PP
(LUX)



Notes:

Name: Skovlund Ulala P
Seller: Søren L. Paulsen, Skovlundvej 10, 6520 Toftlund
CKR-number: 51431-00875
Birthday: 24.02.2023
200 days weight: 330 kg
365 days weight: 640 kg
S-index: 109
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Skovlund Ulala P

Skovlund Ulala PP is a homozygous polled bull of mixed meat type.
He is fine-limbed, he has a long, strong topline, with very good meat in both the withers
and loins. The limbs are fine and well placed, the cross has a good width and the thigh

depth is very good. Ulala PP is a mix of all the best from Skovlund Limousine.

The sire, Skovlund Persien P, is assigned to the imported bull Jacadit, who has done
exceptionally well in the herd, as well as at the National Show in Herning, where he has
obtained an honorary prize. The dam Skovlund Heidi P is of Skovlund Elliot P, who has
the french insemination bull Ramses 2 as sire and genetics back to the Aaberg herd.

Grandmother Storgård Abondance is of the bull Paradis, which is known for growth, milk
and very large animals.

The unique thing about Ulala PP is that the polled gene has been bred in 3-4 generations
back, after which good horned bulls have contributed to creating animals with very

strong exteriors in the herd.

The buyer of Skovlund Ulala PP gets a homozygous polled bull, which has the exterior
and meat of the best horned individuals.

Mothers mother Mothers father

Skovlund Ulala P

Mother                             Father

Fathers mother Fathers father
Storgaard Abondance

Skovlund Heidi P

 Skovlund Eliot P Skovlund Lykke P Jacadit (FRA)

Skovlund Persien P 



Notes:

Name: Stenbjerg Uno PP
Seller: Jens Thaysen, Stenbjergvej 2A, 8752 Østbirk
CKR-number: 120408-00087
Birthday: 01.01.2023
200 days weight: 400 kg
365 days weight: 709 kg
S-index: 88
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Stenbjerg Uno PP

Stenbjerg Uno PP is an extraordinary homozygous polled bull of a very large mix type.
Despite a completely impressive weight increase, he is fine-limbed and in possession of
really well-shaped limbs. Uno PP has an extremely good body, where the back has meat
in the right and expensive places. At the same time, he has ideal body depth. His behind

is impressive, with deep and extremely fleshy thighs with enormous width at the
withers.

Note his achievements, 200 day weight 400 kg and a year weight of 709 kg - it is simply
impressive.

Uno PP is of the insemination bull Mars PP GD, which has done very well in breeding,
among other things in Germany, France and now also in Denmark. The dam Vinding

Pipi P is bred by the insemination bull Engy, who has bred a large number of top
animals in Denmark.

Stensbjerg Uno PP is the top of the shell, with a yearly weight of 709 kg, he is
homozygous polled, he is rated with 91 P, he has top French genetics - what more could

you wish for?
 A truly extraordinary homozygous polled bull can be acquired here.

Mothers mother Mothers father

Stenbjerg Uno PP

Mother     90 - 89 - 85 - 91 Father

Fathers mother Fathers father

Vinding Ellen P

Vinding Pipi P

Engy (FRA)

Mars PP GD

Ille (FRA) CN Rex PP (DEU)



Notes:

Name: Løserupgård Pondus PP
Seller: Jakob Sandholm Hansen, Løserupgårdvej 26, 4300 Holbæk
CKR-number: 62437-01700
Birthday: 12.09.2020
200 days weight: 343 kg
365 days weight: 605 kg
S-index: 106
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Løserupgård Pondus PP
Løserupgård Pondus PP is a large homozygous polled mixed breeding type bull, of

extraordinary high quality - there are just not many of this kind.
The bull is large and at the same time very elegant, the cross is correct and extremely well
proportioned for a homozygous polled bull. The limbs are very fine and well placed. The
exterior is top notch. He has a strong topline and is extremely fleshy in both withers and

loins.
Pondus PP was exhibited at the national show in 2023, where he received an honorary
prize and was there until the very end to become the show's Best Male Animal. Pondus
PP is an incredibly exciting bull, bred from Risvang Nichlas P, who was previously sold at
the association's auction as one of that year's top bulls. The pedigree also includes the

winner of Best Limousine animal, awarded during the world congress in 2012.

The lineage with the french bulls Gragarine and the insemination bull Ultrabou MN, is
strongly proven genetics. The mother Løserupgård Levi has Clovis, Ryde Uranos in her

lineage, both of which are among the cornerstones of the best polled limousines we have
today. In Pondus PP, the buyer gets a fairly complete homozygous polled bull that will be
able to add really good genetics and size to the herd, at the same time as polled animals

across the board.

In addition, Pondus PP is a safe exhibition subject if the buyer wishes to participate in the
summer's animal shows. In addition to the national show, he has also been exhibited at

the Roskilde animal show, where he also received ribbons and honorary prizes.
A thoroughly top bull, offered here for sale.

Mothers mother Mothers father Fathers mother Fathers father

Hammel Tanja Jyderups Hannibal P Risvang Julie
(Ultrabo MN (FRA))

Risvang Nichlas P

Akkedal Jarl PP

Løserupgård Levi

         Løserupgård Pondus PP 

Mother         91-90-85-92         Father



Notes:

Name: Risvang Tarzan P
Seller: Bent Svenning Jessen, Risgårdvej 1, 6650 Brørup
CKR-number: 43175-00587
Birthday: 29.12.2023
200 days weight: 324 kg
365 days weight: 570 kg
S-index: 106
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Risvang Tarzan P

Risvang Tarzan P is a hetrozygotic polled bull of mix type.
The bull is very complete, with a harmonious side piece, good depth and a good topline.

The bull has a good cross with good width and medium depth in the thighs. He is
possessed of fine well-proportioned limbs that go well with this elegant bull. Breed

characteristics, markings and color are what we want a limousine breeding bull to look
like.

The lineage is pure breeding matadors, with a solid mix of french top bulls and danish
breeding animals. Bavardage is a french bull who has done extremely well and is the

father of the danish insemination bull Lisentorp Kevin. Tarzan P also has the french bulls
Accent MN and Vagabond in the family tree, which many know for great female

characteristics and good exterior.

Risvang limousine is one of the cornerstones of many years of serious breeding work,
originating from the cow Risvang Perle, which also has genes here in this elegant polled

bull Risvang Tarzan P.

Mothers mother

Mother

Mothers father

Risvang Tarzan P

Father

Fathers mother Fathers father
Risvang Fenja

(Vegabond (FRA))

Risvang Jasmin

Accent MN (FRA)

Lisentorp Rasmus P

Lisentorp Olga
(Idalgo (FRA))

Lisentorp Kevin
(Bavardage (FRA))



Notes:

Name: Krogens Utello
Seller: Simon Thaysen Smidt, Ørbækvej 966, 5863 Ferritslev Fyn
CKR-number: 60387-01187
Birthday: 12.03.2023
200 days weigth: 371 kg
365 days weigth: 603 kg
S-index: 108
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Krogens Utello

Krogens Utello is a horned bull, with a very good exterior and an extremely strong and
exciting pedigree.

Utello is a mix-type limousine bull with show potential. He has a correct cross, really
strong topline with meat in the right places.

The bull has nice well-shaped limbs, is elegant and has a nice light color with the right
markings.

Utello's pedigree contains the top among danish show animals and french bulls, with
high safe figures for exteriors and female characteristics. Bøgely Mister is a double

Interbreed winner at the National Show and the dam Borre Hirse has also managed this
title once. Utello is a very exciting bull with an extremely strong pedigree and own

characteristics that make him very interesting as a future breeding bull.

At the same time, there are great opportunities at the summers animal shows.

Mothers mother Mothers father

Krogens Utello

Mother                          Father

Fathers mother Fathers father
Grunnet High Class Randers Limos

Krogens Otella

Borre Hirse

Hodde - Saxo

Bøgely Mister


